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Models also needed slickers! Plastic sheaiing being blown in the wind as it
flows across the flat countryside.
Pattern models lined up at the practice field, an excellent venue in HseJf.
Photographs from the reporter.
variable pitch propeller, but used a Yoshioka
l l ' i X 10.2 and gained his downhill braking
effect by two air brakes on either side of the
fuselage which were manually operated. All the
Japanese models were constant speed; constantly fast, and not within the definitions set
d o w n by the FAI. The Japanese team was typically very professional with beautiful stands and
transmitter cases. The fuel that the Japanese
were using was K&B 500, which has l2''o Nitro.
The following day we asked the Americans if
we could watch them fly. This was the only day
that we didn't fly ourselves, due to the bad conditions. The Americans flew that day because Bill
Cunningham had radio problems. They flew a
little different from us and each was different from
the others. Firstly, Bill Cunningham flew low and
a fair way out. Tony Frackowiak Hew close and
quite high and Dave Brown flew very close and
very tight. Both Dave and Tony flew Challenges
built by Tony, with Dave running an O.S. 4-stroke
and Tony a Y.S. with a variable pitch prop. Both
aircraft had taildragger type refracts and both
used Futaba PCf^s. The two Americans were
running S l 3 0 and S l 3 3 servos but instead of a
4.8 volt battery they added an extra cell to make
6 volts and they claimed that they got faster
movement, better centering and the receiver
liked the extra power. Apparently the 5 cell pack
is available direct from Futaba, especially for this
purpose.
Bill Cunningham was the odd man out, and he
was flying an XLT powered by a Y.S, with an
Hattori pipe. He was using J.R. PCM All the
Americans' aircraft were mainly covered with
IWonokote and the total weight of each Challenge
was around 8 pounds while Bills XLTs were
about 8 4 , pounds. Their flying wasn't as smooth

as that of the Japanese yet it presented slightly
better. For the rest of the week we mainly watched the Japanese fly and we noticed that they did
change ttieir style slightly.
Processing was on Saturday 7th September,
and we finally realised that from now on everything mattered. This was the first time that we
had seen most ol the big European names, and it
gave us a good chance to crawl around Wolfg a n g t^att's aeroplane which was called the
Joker. A very attractive aeroplane design that
had really taken off in Europe after the success
that Wolfgang had with it at the European
Championships. The wing area is 865 sq. inches
and it is powered by a Webra LS with a Graupner
pipe, and a Bartells 11 x to which he uses because he finds it easier to keep within the noise
limits, and the lO inches of pitch enables him to
use full throttle to climb vertically. During straight
and level flight he uses two-thirds throttle. He
also regulates his throttle during extreme winds
so that he can penetrate strongly.
Another attractive aircraft there was made by
the Peyer brothers of Switzerland, with fixed taildragger undercarriage and plug-in wings. The
entire aircraft was fibreglass.
Processing took about half an hour and then
we boiled out to the practice field for a couple of
last minute flights before the official practice the
next day. While sitting at the dinner table that
night I made a sarcastic remark, stating that "t
bet we're up first tomorrow to fly," and sure
enough, we were! The rest of the team asked that
I not make any further predictions for the rest of
the week!
Both Eddie's and my flights went well but Paul
had a flameout; not the greatest confidence
boost before the real thing. Another shock that

morning was that after sitting at 102 dS all week
we jumped up to between 105 and 107 that
morning for no apparent reason. After lunch we
went out to the practice field (o iry props to bring
the noise down. We attributed the noise increase
to a dramatic increase in power due to the dry
day compared with the wet practice week. One
good thing about flying first was that we were
able to relax for the rest of the day and watch the
big guns fly. After seeing Hanno fly we were
pleasantly surpnsed by his style, as it differed a
little from our own in every aspect.
Hanno's model was once again different from
the average, being the smallest model there, with
a wing area of no more than about 750 square
inches. It weighed about 7' ^ pounds but due to
its small wing area it periormed well in the strong
winds. I guess it could be described as a nice
looking Calypso. It, like the Amercans' aircraft,
was covered in a form of Monokote. The aircraft
was powered by a Super Tigre engine with a
Super Tigre pipe. The pipe was a little different in
that it had a muffler built into the back of the pipe
with two little angled exits pointing down away
from the fuselage. The propeller he was using
was an 1 1 ' : x 10.2 Yoshioka at about 11,200
rpm. The Super Tigre was a standard engine
except for the crankshaft which had slightly
different timing that allowed it to produce an extra
200 rpm. Like most Europeans, he practises
without Nitro yet uses S".^ in competitions.
Later that day we all saw the West Germans
fly. Bertram Lessens plane was the nicest looking aircraft at the competition: a slightly modified
Challenge that was designed by Tobias Schultz
of Germany. The aircraft weighed 9 pounds, had
a fibreglass fuselage and plug-in wings. The
engine was an O.S. LS that was mounted at 45°

Hanno Prettner's aircraft; relatively small with longish tail moment In red,
white and blue.
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irtram Lossen's Challenge L powered by prototype OS 60 long stroke. White
aircraft with dark brown, orange and sky blue trim.

